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JOHN DAY RIVER TERRITORY – RURAL TOURISM STUDIO 
WORKSHOP # 5: CREATING & PRODUCING  HIGH  IMPACT EVENTS 
DECEMBER 8 2010 
Wheeler County Fairgrounds 
Fossil, Oregon 
  
IDEAS GENERATED FROM WORKING LUNCH: 
 
SUPPORT EXISTING EVENTS:   
 (fall) need more volunteers; coordinate calendars of all 3 counties  
 (winter) expand Sherman Crab Feed  
 (spring) get sponsorship for Condon community cleanup  
 (summer) add vendors to Independence Day event, offer alcohol 
 
CREATE NEW EVENTS:  
 (fall) “Scare Festival” in October  
 (winter) kid’s winter carnival during Crab Fest  
 (spring) Fossil community cleanup in April  
 (summer) “Sheep Over” in August 
 
SPONSORSHIP PRICING AND INVENTORY:  Look at your entire event budget 
(income, expenses, net proceeds) and determine how much sponsor income you’d like to 
attract.  With that figure in mind you’ll need to determine how many “packages” you can 
put together so that your sales team can go out and try and sell them.  Events can have too 
few packages and too many. Shoot for some higher priced and some lower priced 
packages. 
 
Here’s a hypothetical pricing model with 17 sponsorship packages to sell:   
 
Goal Rate  Package Name Cost to offer Net Revenue Total Net Rev 
1 $5000  Title    $750 (15%) $4250  4250 x 1 = 4250 
2 $2500  Supporter  $375 (15%) $2125  2125 x 2 = 4250 
4 $500  Fan   $75 (15%) $425  425 x 4 = 1700 
10 $100  Friend      $15 (15%) $85  85 x 10 = 8500 
 $13,000 (total gross)  $1950    $11,050 (total net) 
 
Higher priced packages obviously have more elements (“properties”).  Here’s some ideas 
to assemble your packages: 
 
 name and/or logo in promotional material  
 name and/or on radio stations or in print advertising 
 banner placement onsite 
 door greeters dressed in corporate attire 
 tradeshow booth/display area  
 tbd passes to the event or to VIP area 
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 admission to a special meet/greet with select entertainers 
 name recognition from main stage announcers 
 ability to park corporate vehicle (or semi-truck trailer w/corporate branding) onsite   
 ability to host a separate vip event/hospitality (at cost to sponsor)  
 ability to hand out sponsor flyers/product at entry/exits 
 sponsor reps can be on stage to introduce entertainers 
 partial/full access to mailing list 
 table tents onsite in food area 
 hyperlinks on event website to sponsor website 
 sponsor name at bottom of all pre-event emails  
 
SPONSORSHIP SALES: A team of volunteers (with hard costs like phone, internet 
reimbursed) can choose to work hard during a “blitz month” to reach out to identified 
prospects. It is good to get everyone together and conduct the calls from a “call center” 
with a focus on quantity and quality of calls. Give each volunteer (a) work schedule with 
days/hours that calls and emails might be sent (b) location of call center (c) goals for 
solicitation (# of calls, # of emails, # of live conversations) (d) phone script (a bullet point 
summary of what the event is, how many people attend, why we are asking that prospect 
to consider a sponsorship, who can you send your proposal to, what is the timeframe for 
consideration) (e) database with a reporting method identified to keep track of responses.   
 
SPONSORSHIP CONTRACTS:  There is no one “correct” way to write these documents.  
You will find simple contracts or agreement forms and you will find five or six page 
documents.  Bottom line, the contract needs to spell out what you (event) will provide the 
sponsor and when you will provide it.  It will also show the payment schedule for the 
sponsor as they will owe you cash (plus possibly product or services as part of the 
agreement).  Finally, the contract show in detail what the sponsor pledges to do in order to 
promote their participation in your event.   
 
Remember it is not all about what you will do for them in order to get their money.  A big 
reason why sponsors do not return next year or walk away disappointed from a sponsor 
buy is that they did not “activate” their sponsorship or take advantage (internally, with 
their own marketing department) of the fact that they are spending money with your event.  
 
Look at “activation” a different way. Did you ever schedule a trip to Hawaii or some 
exotic location and then go ahead and make the trip and all throughout the process not 
tell anybody about it?  Of course not. Aren’t you excited to show folks that you can afford 
to go and that you are choosing to go?   Same thing applies to sponsors and their 
“activation” of their sponsorship buy.  Get them to take action.  
 
Remember that a donation is NOT a sponsorship.  It is a donation! The donor should not 
have the same level of recognition as a sponsor. A sponsor is the top dog – a sponsor is 
primarily giving cash (and in a minor capacity may be including some donated product or 
donated service as part of the deal) and should be afforded appropriate recognition head 
and shoulders above a donor. 
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Sample of a Donation Form (of products or services) 
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Sample of a Sponsor Form and a Sponsor Contract (simple): 
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